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An Exploration of Senior Learning Pathways
Good Samaritan Catholic College - Year 9 provides students insight into investigating
their future beyond the College. Students explore a range of specialisations and begin
the journey of making stronger linkages to lifelong learning pathways.
Developmentally students in Year 9 are preparing to transition from Middle School to
Senior School. They will participate in subjects and courses that introduce them to
re ned skill sets to be honed in Senior School learning. They engage collaboratively to
produce meaningful and relevant products in their learning.
Students will be introduced to future learning pathway options and begin making
decisions about where their personal strengths, gifts and talents best sit. They will
engage in Careers education and strengthen links between their learning and their
future work and life options.
This Guide has been developed to assist Year 8 students and parents with their decision
making for Elective Courses in Year 9. It contains all relevant information pertaining to
curriculum structures and courses that will be offered in 2023.
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Year 9 Curriculum Overview
2023 will see Good Samaritan Catholic College consolidate its curriculum offerings in Year 9.
Core learning is essential for all students in Year 9 and provides them with the excellent basis they
require for success in lifelong learning. Learning in core subjects in Year 9 has the structure shown
below in terms of hours of study per fortnight.

Hrs / FT

Religion

English

Mathematics

Science

Careers

Humanities
(1 Semester)

Health / PE
(1 Semester)

5 hrs

8 hrs

7 hrs

7hrs

2 hrs

6 hrs

6 hrs

In Year 9 all students will study a total of eight (8) courses each semester (5 core + 3
elective). The structure of the curriculum offerings for Year 10 for 2022 will be as follows:
Full Year Core Courses (Studied for two full semesters by all students)
Students will study 4 compulsory ‘core’ courses in Year 10 for a full year.
•English
•Religious Education
•Mathematics
•Science
These 4 courses will all be delivered within the guidelines of the Australian Curriculum and
Approved Curriculum (Religion).
Half Year Core Courses (Studied for one full semester by all students)
Students will study 2 additional compulsory ‘core’ courses in Year 9 (one per semester).
•History + Civics & Citizenship
•Health & Physical Education
These 2 additional core courses will also be delivered within the guidelines of the Australian
Curriculum.
Elective Courses
In 2023 the Year 9 Elective Course Program will be represented by ‘half year’ courses. Students
must select one course each from Food Technologies or Design Technologies, one course from
‘Humanities’ and one course from ‘The Arts’. These should be the rst three selections students
make. They can then choose three more courses from any area. Finally, they should select two
reserve choices.
In total, students should make eight selections.
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Year 9 Core Learning
Religious Education
Year 9 Religious Education comprises two complementary dimensions – teaching
people to be religious and teaching people about Religion. Through engagement with both
dimensions of Religious Education, students are challenged to be authentic
witnesses to the mission of Jesus Christ in the world.
Teaching people about Religion focuses on utilising a
range of learning processes and resources that are
designed to develop assessment capable learners. The
Religion Curriculum involves four interrelated strands:
Sacred Texts, Beliefs, Church, and Christian Life, all of
which are integrated across a variety of topics:

-Evaluate and draw conclusions about faith in the lives of

believers
-Analyse perspectives of God (YHWH, God, Allah) in the monotheistic
religions (Judaism, Christianity, Islam)
-Examine foundational beliefs of Christianity: the Incarnation, Resurrection
and Ascension of Jesus.
-Demonstrate an understanding of the co-existence of good and evil in the
world throughout human history
-Evaluate the impact of Catholic social teaching
-Differentiate ways in which believers nurture their spiritual lives
All students will be taught from the Year 9 Religious Education curriculum to
prepare them for their studies in the Year 10 Religious Education course.
Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: English | Humanities | Science |
Senior Pathway Links: Study of Religion | Religion and Ethics | Certi cate
IV Christian Ministry and Theology | Religion Meaning and Life (RML)
Career Development Links: Psychology | Teaching | Communications and
Media | Health | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts
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English
The study of English is central to the learning and
development of all young Australians. It helps create
confident communicators, imaginative thinkers and
informed citizens. It is through the study of English that
individuals gain increasing control over language to analyse,
understand, communicate and build relationships with others and with
the world around them.
English develops students' understanding and use of the standard Australian
English through the study of the three interrelated strands of the curriculum:
language, literature and literacy. Literacy, which is essential for learning in all
areas of the Australian Curriculum, is explicitly taught in the English curriculum.
Threaded through each of the strands and made explicit in the content statements is
the development of knowledge, skills and understanding in listening, speaking,
reading and writing.
The Year 9 units of work are designed to complement the Middle Years English
program and prepare students for Senior Years of study. Units are designed to
engage and challenge students in order to develop their creative and critical
thinking skills therefore developing appropriate language and communication
skills for futher studies and everyday effective social interaction.
Assessment tasks will consist of a range of activities from the key areas of
listening, speaking, viewing, reading and writing. Tasks include: narrative,
persuasive texts, folios, oral presentations and text transformations.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Religious Education | Humanities |
The Arts
Senior Pathway Links: Essential English | English | Literature | Humanities
| Study of Religion | The Arts
Career Development Links: Author | Playwright | Communications and
Media | Psychology | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts
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Mathematics
Year 9 Mathematics allows students to
further develop essential mathematical
knowledge and skills. This learning is
twofold, providing students with
numeracy capability for personal, work
and community life while introducing
them to mathematical applications in
other specialised elds such as Science
and Technology.
The Australian Curriculum’s three content strands of Number
and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry, and Statistics and Probability will
see students at Good Samaritan Catholic College describe the relationship between
graphs and equations, simplify a range of algebraic expressions and explain the use
of relative frequencies to estimate probabilities and of the trigonometric ratios for
right-angle triangles. They will apply index laws to expressions with integer indices,
express numbers in scienti c notation, list outcomes for experiments, develop
familiarity with calculations involving the Cartesian plane and calculate areas of
shapes and surface areas of prisms. Assessment instruments include written exams
and problem-solving and modelling tasks. These instruments allow students to
evidence their learning against the Year 9 Mathematics Achievement Standard of
the Australian Curriculum.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Science | Design and Technologies |
Economics/Business
Senior Pathway Links: Essential Mathematics, General Mathematics |
Mathematical Methods | Specialist Mathematics | Biology | Physics | Chemistry
Career Development Links: Data Analyst | Scientist | Actuary | Aerospace
Engineer | Agricultural Engineer | Automotive Engineer | Biomedical Engineer |
Civil Engineer | Electrical Engineer | Mechanical Engineer | Software Engineer |
Surveyor | Wildlife Ecologist | Conservation Biologist | Construction
Management | Optometry | Health Sciences and Medicine
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Science
All students study Science in Year 9. They learn about chemical
processes and natural radioactivity in terms of atoms and
energy transfers and describe examples of important
chemical reactions. They describe models of
energy transfer and apply these to explain
phenomena. They explain global features and
events in terms of geological processes and
timescales. They analyse how biological systems
function and respond to external changes with
reference to interdependencies, energy transfers
and ows of matter.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Applied Science of Plants | STEM
| HPE | Mathematics
Senior Pathway Links: Biology | Chemistry | Physics | Marine Science |
Aquatic Practices
Career Development Links: Medicine | Aviation | Engineering | Research
and development | Environmental elds
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History
The Year 9 History course focuses on the history of the making of the
modern world from 1750 -1918. This historical
time was a period of revolutions, change,
imperialism and expansion of European
power felt strongly here in Australia.
This semester-long course will provide students
with a necessary understanding of how power
structures and trade structures developed in the
world, how this affected and impacted the
development of Australia into the form we see it
today. Our study will examine the industrial revolution and the scienti c revolution,
times that have shaped the way we live now. We will also study the impacts on
imperialism of nations and investigate the signi cance of World War I.
During the Year 9 History course students will have the opportunity to develop
their critical thinking skills through analysing different interpretations of the past
and considering the signi cance of historical events from a range of perspectives.
The course’s emphasis on developing students’ research skills, their understanding
of key historical concepts and the interpretation of historical sources will provide
students with skills and knowledge they will require for Year 10 History, Ancient
History and Modern History courses in Senior School.

Connection to Other Year 9 Courses: Geography | Religion| English
Pathways to Senior Subjects: Ancient History | Modern History | Geography
| Study of Religion
Career Development Links: Historian | Archaeology | Politician | Journalism
| Travel Industry | Teaching | Armed Forces | Film Writer
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Health / PE
The knowledge, understanding and skills taught
through Health and Physical Education enable
students to explore and enhance their own and
others’ health and physical activity in diverse
and changing contexts. Development of
physical, intellectual, social and emotional
capacities is a key component of the P–10
Australian Curriculum: Health and Physical Education.
It provides the foundations for learning and alignment to the
Physical Education senior syllabus to build increasingly complex and
developmental courses of study in the senior years.During theoretical lessons,
students apply decision making and problem-solving skills to take action to
enhance their own and others health and wellbeing. In practical lessons,
students learn to apply specialised movement skills and complex movement
strategies in authentic performance environments.
TOPICS FOR STUDY
Practical elements to be covered in this course include (but may change)
•
Golf
•
Orienteering
Theoretical Elements will include but are not limited to:
•
First Aid & CPR
•
Drugs and Alcohol Education
How students are assessed?
All students electing Health and Physical Education will be assessed on both
practical and theoretical elements of the course.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Human Movement Studies |
Introduction to Sport, Fitness and Recreation | Religious Education
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Health | Certi cate in Sport
and Recreation
Career Development Links: Physiotherapist | Exercise Physiologist | Allied
Health professional
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Skills for Learning
Prior to making elective course selections, students and parents are
asked to re ect on the following list of ‘Skills for Successful Learning’.
Each of the elective courses described within this guide have an
identi ed set of skills that are desirable for success in that course of
study. Identify where your skillset strengths are and consider these when
making elective course choices for 2023.
Identifying Your Skillset
Skill for Learning

What does it ‘look’ like?
Having the capacity for con dent communication in written
and oral contexts
Being able to contribute positively and effectively within
team and group settings whilst showing both leadership and
role playing capabilities during opportunities for
collaboration with peers
An ability to identify the essential elements of challenging
situations that can be navigated through a planned and
methodical approach to overcoming those challenges
Possessing a motivated and enthusiastic approach towards
the formation of original ideas and the self-con dence to
`get involved’ in learning opportunities
Maintaining a consistently thorough and methodical
approach towards the planning and organization of
assignments and extended learning experiences
Being able to maintain personal organization and time
management demands as well as having the capacity to
follow instructions and persevere with extended independent
tasks without additional guidance
Being able to access and creatively apply a wide range of
technological tools associated with enhancing learning in a
range of contexts
Displaying a natural ability in creative and innovative
thinking and presentation style in a range of visual display
and presentation contexts.
Having the con dence and capacity to apply a welldeveloped understanding of language within a range of
different contexts and genres
Having the con dence and capacity to apply a welldeveloped understanding of numbers and mathematical
relationships within a range of different contexts

Communication
Teamwork

Problem-solving
Initiative & Enterprise
Planning & Organizing
Independence & Selfmanagement
Technology
Creative Design
Applied Literacy
Applied Numeracy

fi
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Making Wise Elective Choices
The ‘Wise Choice’ Checklist

! Choose courses that not only appeal to your interests but also compliment your
own personal skills and talents. Be honest with where your strengths & skillset
truly lie.

! Don’t select a course simply because you think it might be ‘popular’ or because
your friends have indicated they will be choosing it. It’s your study program and
your future.

! Make `wise’ decisions about your Year 9 program to set you up to succeed in Year
9 and beyond. Choose courses that you are con dent you will have the
ability to succeed in.

! Choose a range of courses that complement each other, rather than selecting
courses that have no links or future pathway relationships to each other. Whilst you are
de nitely encouraged to explore your interests in Year 9 across a diverse set of courses,
the majority of your course bundle should be relevant to your future
pathway aspirations.

! Be aware of how your Year 9 course selections may impact on your future study.
Seek the advice of your Pastoral Care teacher or Mr Dray, Mrs Willis, Mr Rattray, or
Mr Elvy. If you have any questions about the future implications and
suitability of your selections then you should ask now.

fi
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Year 9 Semester Electives
Chinese 1 & 2
Students have prior experience of learning Chinese and bring
a range of capabilities, strategies and knowledge that can be
applied to new learning. Chinese 1 & 2 must be selected
concurrently and provide students a one-semester deep
study of Chinese.
They analyse how messages are conveyed across
languages and apply their skills in mediating between
languages and cultures. Classroom discussions focus on exploring
and extending learners’ understanding of contexts and audiences to
enhance their personal communication skills. Students access information
and explore texts written in Chinese, developing strategies to interpret meanings
where not all characters are known.
Students interact with a range of known and unknown participants locally and
globally, engaging in discussions about issues of personal interest (for example,
relationships at home and school. They re ect on their understanding of and
responses to their experiences when communicating across cultures. Students
construct blogs to post online, correspond with others by text message and email,
and compose short texts on a range of issues for different audiences and purposes.
They use creative, expressive and persuasive language in advertisements and
posters relating to contemporary issues or events. They work collaboratively to
exchange information and ideas and to share their life experiences with other
Chinese speakers around the world.
This course is a strongly recommended for students wishing to study Senior
Chinese and will build knowledge, understanding and skills necessary for success in
senior course of study.
Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Economics & Business | Hospitality
| Legal studies
Senior Pathway Links: Senior Chinese
Career Development Links: International business | Tourism | Foreign
Affairs and Trade | Translation | | Journalism | Education
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Students will study a range of tness topics relevant to health and tness industry and
will focus on:
• Measuring & understanding their bodies’
immediate responses to exercise
• Analysing tness requirements for a team sport of
choice
• Completing a regime of tness tests to identify
strengths & weaknesses
•Participating in training to improve tness
• Promoting tness for lifelong physical activity participation
• Encouraging physical, social and mental health through the participation in tness
training and activities
Students will be expected to participate in a wide range of tness training programs
such as various forms of weight training, circuit training and a variety of running
programs including continuous, interval and fartlek training. Students will also be
taught the theory components relevant to the cardiovascular and respiratory systems,
the different energy systems used during physical activity and an understanding of
tness components. Students will also run community tness ac.vi.es for primary
students at various times throughout the course.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Core HPE | Outdoor Pursuits |
Sports Coaching and Game Sense
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Health | Cert III in Fitness
Career Development Links: Exercise Physiologist | Physiotherapist | Coach
| PE Teacher | Allied Health | Journalist
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Fitness and Training

World On a Plate
Students examine and understand the cultural
and historical signi cance of the role of food
within Australian society, beginning with
indigenous food through to the in uence of
immigration.
Students conduct research into food
preparation techniques introduced through
immigration over time and consider the
resurgence of interest in indigenous food practices, whilst
re ecting on whether Australia has developed a distinctive cuisine of its own.
Students plan and prepare a range of culturally signi cant foods from around the
world. Students are introduced to food preparation and cookery techniques, safe
work practices and food safety and hygiene.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards for Design
and Technologies. Students will design and produce a signature fusion dish.
World On A Plate is a food specialisation course within the Design and
Technologies Australian Curriculum. Students will learn about the process of
design and use design thinking and technologies to generate generate and produce
designed solutions for authentic needs and opportunities related to creating
innovative futures.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Hospitality courses | Business
courses
Senior Pathway Links: Certi cate II and III Hospitality | Health | Cert III
in Tourism
Career Development Links: Chef | Nutritionist | Tourism | Business
Owner | Teacher | Event Planner
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Ancient History
Topic 1: The Ancient Mediterranean
World
Topic 2: The Crusades
During the Year 9 course students will
engage with topics that they have not
encountered when studying the
Australian Curriculum History course.
This will broaden their horizons and allow
them to consider the development of the modern
world through a different lens. The rst topic for study is the
Ancient MediterraneanWorld, a study where they will develop
foundational understanding of a crossroads of culture, where they critically
evaluate both primary and secondary sources as well as multiple perspectives. The
second topic, The Crusades, takes students on a journey where they develop
understandings of religion, power and imperialism. Students engage in a depth
study on the First Crusade and then move into the Knights Templar. The students
will consider the big question, “Is land meant to be owned?” which has links to
modern Australia.
The students will develop their historical skills through undertaking this course.
They will further their note-taking ability, critical evaluation of sources and
research skills. When researching students will be exposed to journal articles,
challenging them intellectually and furthering their capacity to access information
in higher level texts.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: English | Religious Education |
History
Senior Pathway Links: Modern History | English | Ancient History
Career Development Links: Historian | Teacher | Journalist | Novelist |
Librarian | Archaeologist
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Geography
Geography is the study of people and
planet earth. Geography emphasises the
role of the environment in supporting
human life and the important interrelationships between people and the
environment. Students engage with the
Geography of biomes and food
production, examining diversity of biomes
globally, human efforts to manipulate biomes and how
climate issues affect food production across the world. Students examine
factors that influence the sustainability of food production into the future. They
develop understandings of diverse environmental, economic and technological
practices and they develop skills in questioning for inquiry, collecting and recording
evidence, interpreting and analysing data and drawing conclusions.
Skills developed in Geography: observing and questioning; planning, collecting and
evaluating; processing, analysing, interpreting and concluding; communicating;
re ecting and responding.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Ancient History | Science | History
Senior Pathway Links: Geography | Modern History | Business
Career Development Links: Geographical and environmental Sciences |
Urban Design | Education | Meteorology | Tourism | International relations
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Sports Education: Game Sense and Coaching
Sports Coaching course is for students who would like to
develop coaching skills and work with younger children.
Students develop skills through peer teaching and then
progress to teaching primary school students later in the
year. Students learn to work together in peer coaching
sessions and to work positively in groups with a variety
of students. Students also learn and develop their coaching
skills and complete the foundation skill in coaching.
The Sports Game Sense elective element uses the Sport Education model, which
gives students ownership of their learning by adopting an organisational role within
the group such as Coach, of cial, Manager, Fitness Instructor or statistician . The
sports undertaken will be selected from either basketball or soccer for the Sport
Education Unit and students will maintain their role within the team for the Unit.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: HPE | Outdoor Pursuits |
Nutrition
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Certi cate III in Fitness | Sport
& Recreation
Career Development Links: Personal Trainer | Exercise Scientist |
Physiotherapist | Allied Health | Sport Development and Management | Coach

fi
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Food Innovations
Students learn the relationship between food
market variables and food product selection.
Students examine the impact of marketing
on consumer choice. Students learn about
the function of food product packaging.
Students will generate innovative food
product concepts using the design process model.
Students are introduced to food preparation and cookery
techniques, safe work practices and food safety and hygiene.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards for Design
and Technologies. Assessment will be project-based with a combine evidence of
design planning and evaluation provided through generation of an innovative food
product proposal and practical production of the food product.
Food Innovations is a food specialisation course within the Design and
Technologies Australian Curriculum. Students will learn about the process of
design and use design thinking and technologies to generate generate and produce
designed solutions for authentic needs and opportunities related to creating
innovative futures.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: World on a Plate | Nutrition |
Business courses
Senior Pathway Links: Hospitality courses | Religion & Ethics | Health |
Business courses
Career Development Links: Nutrition | Health Industry | Trainer |
Political Lobbying| Chef | Business Owner
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Nutrition
Students will investigate where food
comes from and how to make informed
healthier food choices.
Students will critically analyse many
factors related to food system
sustainability, including environmental
impacts, ethical treatment of animals,
consumerism, and industrialisation of food systems.
Students will identify what food waste is on a local and global level and
explore different ways to cook using food that might otherwise be wasted. They are
introduced to food preparation and cookery techniques, safe work practices and
food safety and hygiene. Students will develop designed solutions for preferred food
sustainability futures through technological and production processes.
Students will demonstrate evidence of their learning through several assessment
types aligned with the Australian Curriculum Achievement Standards for Design
and Technologies.
Sustainable Food Futures is a food specialisation course within the Design and
Technologies Australian Curriculum.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: World on a Plate | Food Innovations
| HPE | Business courses
Senior Pathway Links: Hospitality courses | Health | Business courses
Career Development Links: Nutrition | Health Industry | Trainer |
Political Lobbying| Chef | Business Owner
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Biology: Applied Science of Plants
This course takes a deep approach to learning
with a focus on understanding the internal
systems of plants and how they are impacted on
by external stimuli. Students complete extended
investigations based on their own design.
There is a strong focus on developing the skills
required by scientist. They design methods that include the control
and accurate measurement of variables and systematic collection of data and
describe how they considered ethics and safety. They analyse trends in data,
identify relationships between variables and reveal inconsistencies in results.
They analyse their methods and the quality of their data, and explain speci c
actions to improve the quality of their evidence.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Core Science | STEM |
Mathematics
Senior Pathway Links: Biology |Marine | Aquatic Practices
Career Development Links: Biological Sciences|Marine science |
Aquaculture | Environmental rehabilitation | Biosecurity | Fishing | Recreation |
Tourism
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STEM
This course is composed of both understanding and
skill components. Students learn about how the
particle model of atoms contributes to generation
and flow of electricity and investigate factors that
affect the transfer of energy through an electric
circuit. Using their understanding, they create
simple circuits and understand how these
combine to create complex circuits.
Students use the Problem Based Learning model alongside
Micro:bit processors and MakeCode in order to create projects that solve
an issue. Example projects include adapting programming code and creating
circuits that respond to changes in light and sound. Students choose their final
project design based on their interest, and create a complex circuit that
demonstrates their learnings throughout the course.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Core Science | Applied Science of
Plants | Mathematics
Senior Pathway Links: Physics | Chemistry | Mathematical Methods |
Specialist Mathematics
Career Development Links: Astronomy | Aerospace | Teaching |
Engineering | Research and development | Inventor | Medical physicist |
Material development
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Economics and Business: Finance
In the Finance course, students will take a logical
numerical approach to generate alternative
responses that businesses use to respond to
changing economic conditions and
improve productivity.
This elective focuses on modelling of business and
consumer responses to maximise the use of limited
resources to satisfy societal needs and wants.
Students give explanations for variations in economic performance and standards
of living within and between economies.
Students examine nancial information and its impact upon the way people do
business, and their ability to produce high-quality and professional outcomes.
Students will record, report and interpret nancial information in personal,
business and social contexts.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Business | Mathematics |
Technologies courses
Senior Pathway Links: Accounting | Economics | Business
Career Development Links: International Business | Tourism | Foreign
Affairs and Trade | Journalism | Accountancy | Business Management |
Economist | Politician | Business Owner | Stock Broker | Commercial Law

fi
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Outdoor Pursuits
Students will study a range of topics relevant to
Outdoor pursuits both at school and in the local
community. These pursuits may include:
• surf safety / Swimming Bronze star (CPR)*
• orienteering/ Bushwalking
• mountain biking*
• team activities
• golf*
Through these pursuits, students will get the opportunity to demonstrate leadership
and team work with their peers. Students will also undertake a variety of sustainable
and community ac.vi.es and further their knowledge of the sport and recreation
industry.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: HPE | Fitness | Nutrition
Senior Pathway Links: Physical Education | Certi cate III in Fitness | Sport
& Recreation
Career Development Links: Personal Trainer | Exercise Scientist |
Physiotherapist | Allied Health | Sport Development and Management | Coach
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Dance
Through dance, students represent, question
and celebrate human experience, using the
body as the instrument and movement as the
medium for personal, social, emotional,
spiritual and physical communication. Like
all art forms, dance has the capacity to
engage, inspire and enrich all students, exciting the
imagination and encouraging students to reach their
creative and expressive potential.
In this course students will study contemporary Dance and explore the in uence
technology has had on the genre. Technical and performance skills will be developed
through learning contemporary dance works and students will use choreographic
skills and devices to create their own dance production. This course requires students
to think outside the box and deepen the choreographic intent of their dance work
with the support of production elements including props, costume and technology.
Active participation as dancers, choreographers and audiences promotes students’
wellbeing and social inclusion. Learning in and through dance enhances students’
knowledge and understanding of diverse cultures and contexts and develops their
personal, social and cultural identity.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Drama | Music | Media | Visual Art
| English
Senior Pathway Links: Dance | Certi cate III Dance | Drama |
Film, Television and New Media
Career Development Links: Dancer | Choreographer (Film, Television or
Stage) | Performing Arts technician | Artistic director | Stage manager | School
Teacher | Dance Studio owner | Dance therapist | Journalist- Arts writer |
Events manager
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Drama
Drama is the expression and exploration of personal, cultural and social
worlds through role and situation that engages,
entertains and challenges. Students
create meaning as drama makers,
performers and audiences as they
enjoy and analyse their own and
others’ stories and points of view. Like
all art forms, drama has the capacity to
engage, inspire and enrich all students,
excite the imagination and encourage
students to reach their creative and
expressive potential.
In this course students will explore stock character through engaging and re ecting on
social situations through the use of mask works. Basel, Commedia Dell’Arte, clowning
and neutral styles will be explored with students developing their understanding of
the elements of Drama through devising their own performance and responding to
Drama works.
Students learn to think, move, speak and act with con dence. In making and
staging drama they learn how to be focused, innovative and resourceful, and
collaborate and take on responsibilities for drama presentations and public College
performances.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Media | Dance | Visual Art |
English
Senior Pathway Links: Drama | Film Television and New Media | Dance |
English
Career Development Links: Actor| Director (Film, Television, Radio or
Stage)| Performing Arts technician | Stage manager | Teacher| Presenter (Radio,
Television) | Events manager |Social worker |Counsellor
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Media Arts
Media arts involves creating representations of the
world and telling stories through communications
technologies such as television, lm, video,
newspapers, radio, video games, the internet and
mobile media. Media arts connects audiences,
purposes and ideas, exploring concepts and
viewpoints through the creative use of materials
and technologies.

Year 9 is an engaging year for Media students to further develop
their Media Production skills. Students will learn about production
processes using appropriate technical skills, scripts, storyboards and layouts.
Media forms from contemporary and past times will be analysed to explore
differing viewpoints in Australian and International Media.
Students learn to be critically aware of ways that the media are culturally used and
negotiated, and are dynamic and central to the way they make sense of the world
and of themselves. They learn to interpret, analyse and develop media practices
through their media arts making experiences. They are inspired to imagine,
collaborate and take on responsibilities in planning, designing and producing media
artworks.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: English | Visual Art | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Film, Television and New Media | English |
Information Technology | Drama
Career Development Links: Film Production | Advertising | Animation |
Game Development | Creative Writing
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Visual Arts
Visual Art provides students with opportunities to
understand and appreciate the role of visual art in
past and present traditions and cultures. They will
be presented with a number of opportunities to
experiment with both traditional and non-traditional
media and techniques including acrylic and watercolour
paint, charcoal and drawing media, photography and digital
images, clay, printmaking and recycled materials.
The Visual Arts course engages students in building their awareness of how and
why artists, craftspeople and designers realise their ideas through different visual
representations, practices, processes and viewpoints. Students manipulate materials,
techniques and processes to develop and represent their own artistic intentions. They
plan and design artworks with speci c intentions and evaluate how they have
communicated these intentions.
The major practical focus of this unit is development of artistic and visual literacy
skills through the creation of two major artworks. Through this, students will have
the opportunity to explore, challenge and represent their own ideas and draw
meaning from the broader context and history of the Visual Arts. Each project is a
term in duration, and students will have the opportunity to exhibit their work in the
annual Good Samaritan Arts Festival ‘Pulse’.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Media | Industrial Design | Drama
| Dance
Senior Pathway Links: Film, Television and New Media | Industrial Design |
Visual Arts | Visual Arts in Practice
Career Development Links: Artist | Designer | Craftsperson | Graphic
Designer | Architect
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Music
Music has the capacity to engage, inspire and enrich all
students, exciting the imagination and
encouraging students to reach
their creative and expressive
potential. Skills and techniques
developed through participation in
music learning allow students to
manipulate, express and share
sound as listeners, composers and
performers. Music learning has a
signi cant impact on the cognitive,
motor, social and personal
competencies of students.
Music plays an important and persuasive part in students’ lives. We all have
individual and shared experiences of music everyday: actively listening (attending
concerts and church, buying music, turning on the radio), performing (learning an
instrument, playing in a band, singing in a group) or composing (writing songs).
Music can be found in every day life and plays a role in celebratory, social,
religious, cultural, political and educational situations. The music education
experience is vital to improving the well being and holistic development of students
and a study of music assists in understanding and heightening the enjoyment of the
arts in their lives and the music heritage of a range of cultures.
The Music course engages students in developing their skills and understandings to
improvise and arrange their own performances. They demonstrate their
understanding and skill through practising and performing while applying techniques
and the elements of Music. Students evaluate a range of music and compositions to
inform their own choices and re ne their compositions and performances.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Dance | Drama | English |
Technology | History
Senior Pathway Links: Music in Practice | Conservatory Extension Program
Career Development Links: Musician | Teacher | Music Industry Technician
| Music Performance
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Design Technologies: Graphics
and Engineering
The Design Technologies (Graphics /
Engineering) course engages students in
understanding the design process in the
early stages. Students engage with
specialised drawing and design programs and processes and build skills that can lead
them towards an engineering or graphic design pathway. Students use a range of
technologies to generate and communicate original ideas in 2D and 3D
representations.

Connections to other Year 9 Courses: Practical Design | Graphics | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering Skills | Design
| Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations | Industrial
Design | Architecture | Engineering
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Design and Technologies: Practical Design
The Design Technologies (Practical Design)
course engages students in working through
the design process, enacting production
processes and problem solving for a
designated outcome. Students develop skills
with diverse tools and func.ons as they
work from idea to nal product. They
develop skills to understand and manage
risk and seek best solutions from their own
thinking.

Connections to other Year 9 Courses: Graphics and Engineering | Design
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering | Design |
Visual Art | Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations | Industrial
Design | Architecture | Engineering
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Design and Technologies:
Industry Skills
The Design Technologies (Industry Skills)
course engages students who are interested
in vocational skills and a trade pathway for
their future. The course focuses on students
building understanding and skills in risk
management and safety, problem solving
and production skills utilising a variety of tools and processes.
Students are provided opportunities to see how these skills are used in trades in the
workforce.

Connections to other Year 9 Courses: Graphics and Engineers | Practical
Design |Visual Art
Senior Pathway Links: Industrial Graphics Skills | Engineering, Design |
Visual Art | Furnishing Skills | Building & Construction Skills
Career Development Links: A variety of trade based occupations, Industrial
Design, Architecture, Engineering
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Advanced Mathematics
“Mathematics is a unique and powerful

intellectual discipline that is used to
investigate patterns, order, generality and
uncertainty. It is a way of thinking in
which problems are explored and solved
through observation, re ection and
logical reasoning. It uses a concise system
of communication, with written,
symbolic, spoken and visual
components. Mathematics is creative,
requires initiative and promotes curiosity in an increasingly complex and
data-driven world. It is the foundation of all quantitative disciplines.”
(taken from the rationale of the senior Mathematical Methods syllabus)
Advanced Mathematics is a one-semester elective offered to supplement the
learning delivered in the core Year 9 Mathematics course. Its aim is to enhance
students’ mathematical knowledge and foundational skills in preparation for senior
studies in Science, in particular Chemistry and Physics, and Mathematical Methods
and Specialist Mathematics.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Science | Economics & Business
Senior Pathway Links: Mathematical Methods | Specialist Mathematics |
Biology | Physics | Chemistry
Career Development Links: Data Analyst | Scientist | Actuary | Aerospace
Engineer | Agricultural Engineer | Automotive Engineer | Biomedical Engineer |
Civil Engineer | Electrical Engineer | Mechanical Engineer | Software Engineer |
Surveyor | Wildlife Ecologist | Conservation Biologist | Construction
Management | Optometry | Health Sciences and Medicine
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Literature
In this course, students develop analytical and
critical knowledge, understanding and
appreciation of a choice of literary texts. They
have opportuni.es to appreciate and express
views about the aesthetic and imaginative
aspects of a text by composing creative and
critical texts of their own. Students engage with
a variety of novels and texts and learn the skills of
understanding them at deeper levels.
Students will engage in a creative writing advanced course where they develop skills
and competencies that will lead them to success in English and creative pursuits.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Religious Education | Humanities |
The Arts
Senior Pathway Links: Essential English | English | Literature | Humanities
| Study of Religion | The Arts
Career Development Links: Author | Playwright | Communications and
Media | Psychology | Journalism | Sociology | Humanities and the Arts
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Legal Studies
Legal Studies students delve into the
world of politics in Australia,
examining political structures and the
essence of power within the na.on.
They investigate the power of the
people’s voice by considering the
value of lobbyist groups and how
they contribute to legal reform.
Students will engage with Australia’s
court system, investigating how the law is applied
and interpreted.
Students will develop skills, such as the ability to analyse and synthesise to come
to reasoned conclusions. These skills are transferrable across a range of subjects
and will contribute to a student’s success in their future endeavours.

Connections to Other Year 9 Courses: Business | English | Technologies
courses
Senior Pathway Links: Legal Studies |Accounting | Economics | Business
Career Development Links: Law | International Business | Tourism |
Foreign Affairs and Trade | Journalism | Accountancy | Business Management |
Economist | Politician | Business Owner | Stock Broker | Commercial Law
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Courses I am interested in…

Questions I have…

My Draft Preferences for Electives
1
2
3
4
5
6
Reserve 1
Reserve 2

